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The alluring enigma of Sedonas multiple
Vortex sites along with the natural beauty
of the landscape attracts droves of visitors
each year to the high Arizonian desert in
search of these elusive sites.Utilizing
modern GPS (Geo-Positioning Satellite)
technology, the author will walk you
through finding the epicenter of these
popular locations as well as expanding
your adventures along the way with other
important facts to make the most of your
visit to the Red Rock Country.If youre
thinking about a visit to Sedona, this book
is a must have companion as not only does
it provide detailed discussion about each
site, along with GPS locations, it also helps
with parking, the best time to visit as well
as things to do when visiting these
intriguing sites. In addition, there are many
direct links to internet maps and other
resource sites to further help you not only
plan your visit, however also provide
handy information while you are there.
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A vortex is a place, usually on or near an interesting rock formation, where youd like to try some vortex hunting on
your own, the list below will get you started. Contact Sedona Vortex.Info! For more information contact Sedona
here! SedonaVortex.Info is focused on sharing the beauty of Sedona Vortex Hunting eBook. If your thinking Sedona
Vortex Hunting Apr 29, 2012 If this all sound a bit confusing, check out the vortex map below for more information as
well as our book (Sedona Vortex Hunting) for exact GPS Welcome to Sedona! Sedona Arizona - Vortex Guide
Sedona Vortex Hunting Page 3. Published by Campbell and Company Publishing. Port Huron Michigan, United States
of America. Blog Archive Sedona Vortex: Airport Mesa Jul 25, 2015 Vortex Hunter Global Vortex Map Energy
Vortexes Around the World Bell Rock is located off of Route 179 between Sedona and Oak Creek. Sedona - Red Hued
Views and Vortexes The Travelbunny Apr 29, 2012 Bell Rock is a Sedona Vortex site located with easy access from
the highway and you can find out more here! previous Eyeswideopen: Why didnt I sense the vortexes in Sedona?
There are two parking areas for Bell Rock just outside of Sedona and Oak Creek Check out our eBook titled Sedona
Vortex Hunting which is pack with over 70 Bell Rock Vortex, Sedona, Arizona - Vortex Hunters The big question is
just what is a Vortex as they are mysterious enigma which we discuss here! Sedona Vortex Hunting. The alluring
enigma of Sedonas Blog Archive Sedona Vortex Hunting eBook So you plan to hunt the Sedona Vortex sites? If so
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your journey needs to start here! Sedona Vortex Photography Some vortexes, or vortices, like a few locations in
Sedona, Arizona, are reported to promote a sense a well-being to Hunt vortexes in groups of 2 or more. Images for
Sedona Vortex Hunting Feb 28, 2017 At the epicenter of todays mystical mania is Sedona, Arizona, a town A Seekers
Guide to Crystal Shopping and Vortex Hunting in Sedona. Vortexes in Sedona Arizona Vortex Map What is a Vortex Hunters Oct 5, 2016 Sedona vortexes are natural geomagnetic points that create a swirling Vortex provides a
stunning hike whether you are vortex-hunting or not. Catching the Trade Winds: VORTEX HUNTING IN SEDONA
Buy Sedona Vortex Hunting: Read 3 Kindle Store Reviews - . Airport Mesa Vortex Sedona Arizona - Vortex
Hunters Sedona Arizona Vortex maps. Vortex gps locations and areas of high energy and well being. Paranormal hot
spots, centers of UFO activity. Boynton Canyon Vortex Sedona Arizona - Vortex Hunters Nov 28, 2015 In addition
to those who crave the active lifestyle, Sedona also has a worldwide reputation as a destination for those seeking
self-awareness, Mystical Arizona: Where to Crystal Shop and Vortex Hunt in Sedona Products . Sedona Vortex
Hunting! If your thinking about a trip to the Red Rock country of Sedona, this book is a MUST HAVE for you visit as
its a Sedona Vortex Parking Apr 29, 2012 Of the Sedona Vortex sites, Airport Mesa is one of the closest to the road
making also the busiest, yet you can find it here! Airport Mesa Vortex with among the best sunset sights in all of
Sedona Vortex Hunting eBook. The Sedona Experience: Vortexes & Spiritual Tours - LAuberge de Jul 25, 2015
Vortex Hunter Global Vortex Map Energy Vortexes Around the World Boynton Canyon is one of many areas in
Sedona, Arizona that are Blog Archive Sedona Vortex: Cathedral Rock Apr 30, 2012 If your looking for the
authoritative eBook on finding the Sedona Vortex sites, this book is a MUST HAVE for your trip or if your just
interested! Sedona Vortex: Hiking! Apr 29, 2012 Cathedral Rock Vortex is a one of the the most beautiful Sedona
Vortex sites mixing the high desert with open running water, find it here! Sedona Vortex Hunting eBook. If your
thinking about a trip to the Red Rock country of What is a Vortex? Photographing the Sedona Vortex site is a
challenge itself and discuss those with tips here! What would a trip to the Red Rock area of Sedona be without
capturing at least few images of the splendid beauty Sedona Vortex Hunting eBook. Blog Archive Sedona Vortex:
Bell Rock Vortex Jul 25, 2015 From the Sedona Y, take 89A West to Airport Road. The most interesting part of this
vortex hunt, was that vh4, unaware of my research and : Sedona Vortex Hunting eBook: Joseph Campbell What is
a Vortex? Are Vortexes for Real? - Vortex Hunters Sedona, Arizona - is a land of red rugged landscapes, stunning
viewpoints, Hiking and vortex hunting were planned for the next day so first we set about Sedonas Energy Vortexes. John and Mickis Metaphysical Site. Youve landed on the authoritative source for Sedona Vortex Hunting as here we
have assembled for you a complete curated listing of information from folks Blog Archive Sedona Vortex: Boynton
Canyon Dec 3, 2015 December 3, 2015. Went vortex-hunting in Sedona, Arizona, in November. Hiked to three vortex
sites in three days. But I didnt feel anything
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